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Keurig® K-Cup® pods. The coffee you love. 

What brings out 
the flavor you love? 
The ideal brewing 
environment inside, the 
perfect grind, advanced 
filtration, and water at 
the optimum pressure 
and temperature.

Your perfect cup.
With over 400 varieties 
from which to choose, 
your perfect cup is just 
seconds away.

Sealed to 
perfection. 
Sealed to perfection 
to ensure that only 
freshness and flavor 
fill your cup, each and 
every time.

Quality you 
can taste 
The finest beans 
selected, roasted, 
ground, and measured 
to exacting 
specifications.

Keurig offers  
the variety you want 
from the brands you love.

All brands are owned by their respective trademark owners.

Since the beginning, we’ve been dedicated to the art and science  
of bringing you the coffee you love, every time.



No two 
businesses are 
alike. Choose  
the Keurig® 
brewer that has 
the features and 
capacity you 
need.  

Why Keurig®  
Brewing Systems?  
CHOICE. With over 400 varieties of gourmet coffee, tea, hot cocoa, 
iced, and specialty beverages from the world’s finest brands, everyone 
will be able to brew the beverage they love.

CONVENIENCE. At the touch of a button, every cup is fresh-
brewed, in about a minute, with no mess or cleanup.

NO COFFEE WASTE. Keurig® brewing systems brew one cup  
at a time so there’s no stale coffee to throw out.

QUALITY. Keep your employees and customers delighted with  
fresh-brewed gourmet coffee.

COMMERCIAL GRADE. Our commercial brewers are engineered 
to stand up to the toughest demands of commercial use and brew 
about 10 times the volume of a typical home brewer.

WATER SOURCE

UL RATING

HEALTH AND SAFETY RATING

MULTIPLE BREW SIZES

ACCOMMODATES TRAVEL MUGS

REMOVABLE DRIP TRAY (FOR CLEANING)

DIAGNOSTIC LIGHTS OR MESSAGE

WATER FILTRATION

VENDING COMPATIBLE

K-CUP® POD AND MUG SENSORS

SEPARATE HOT WATER DISPENSER

AUTOMATIC K-CUP® POD 
EJECTION & STORAGE

Pour-Over Plumbed* or Pour-Over Plumbed

Commercial Commercial & Household Commercial

6, 8, 10 oz. 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 oz. 4, 6, 8, 10 oz.

NSF-4 Meets NSF/ANSI-4, NSF/ANSI-25 Standards

* Requires K150 Direct Plumb Kit Accessory

DIGITAL INTERFACE IN THREE 
LANGUAGE OPTIONS (ENG, FR, SP)

CAPACITY LARGE
30 or more people

SMALL TO MEDIUM
Up to 30 people

SMALL
Up to 15 people

K140 

This versatile brewer will make a big 
impression on any small business.

K150 

This brewer has all the features 
and certifications to serve small 
to medium-sized businesses and 

foodservice locations.

K3000SE 

Designed for large businesses and 
foodservice locations, this full featured 
brewer dispenses beverages in less than 

60 seconds.


